“THE TAHITI TROT” (photo of flyer)
The NEP era’s adaptation of Vincent Youmans’ “Begin the Beguine”
(Institute of Modern Russian Culture at Blue Lagoon)
1926
Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, 4/19/1994
Photo published in Red and hot: the fate of jazz in the Soviet Union 1917-1980 by S. Frederick Starr; illustration no. 5

TALBERT, ELMER, tp
Photographer: Ralston Crawford; cannot be reproduced without permission
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

TATI, JACQUES, left
With Johnny Wiggs
Gift of Al Rose, 5/9/1986
Al Rose Collection
PH004075

TATUM, ELLYNA

Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION

PH004076

TAYLOR, JACK (probably a big band musician)

Autographed: “To Larry (Shields)-with a whole hearted wish for everlasting success. Jack Taylor, Dec. 8, 1924"

1924
Photographer: Witzel Studios, Los Angeles
Gift of Al Rose, 1969

PH004077

TEAGARDEN, JACK, left,
with [                    ?], [                   ?], Paul Mares (his last public appearance before his death), Louis Armstrong, and [                   ?]

December 10, 1948

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION
PH004078

TEAGARDEN, JACK

Inscribed: “To ‘Journey’s into Jazz’ and all concerned. Good Luck from Jack Teagarden”

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH004079

TEAGARDEN, JACK, left,
with Al Rose; during “Journey’s into Jazz”

Photographer: Nicholas Alexaki

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH004080

TEAGARDEN, JACK

Photographer: Bill Spilka; please credit
TEAGARDEN, JACK, tb

Photographer: Bill Spilka; please credit photographer

TERVALON, CLEMENT, tb

1959

AL ROSE COLLECTION

TERVALON, CLEMENT, tb

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986

AL ROSE COLLECTION
THOMAS, ALVIN
Gift of John Berthelot, 3/2/1978

THOMAS, BLANCHE, center,
arriving for concert at Disneyland with the Santo Pecora Band: Santo Pecora, tb.

September 1968
Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

THOMAS, BLANCHE

Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION
THOMAS, BLANCHE (at mike);
musicians in background unidentified.

Photographer: Hans-Guenther Suderow, photographer on board S.S.
Silverstar, c/o Silverstar Line, 17 Battery Place, New York
Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION

THOMAS, IRMA
Autographed: “To ‘Ted’ (sic), Thanks from Irma Thomas”

1972

Gift of Tad Jones, March 2, 1996

THOMPSON, RICHARD “BUTCH”, p,
with Adolphus “Doc” Cheatham, tp, and Michael White; during New
Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival.
April 24, 1994 - Heritage Tent, New Orleans Fairgrounds
Photographer: Daniel C. Meyer; gift of the photographer, May 24, 1994
THOMPSON, RICHARD “BUTCH”, cl.  
August 1977 - French Quarter, New Orleans, Louisiana  
Photographer: Harriet Blum

THOMPSON, CHARLIE,  
in front of his bar  
1949 - St. Louis, Missouri  
#1: Punch Miller on Julia Street & S. Rampart, 1958  
Photographer: William Russell

THORNTON, CLARENCE “PERCH”b,  tp.  
with Louis Cottrell Jr., cl, Clem Tervalon, tb; others unidentified. During Zulu Parade (Louis Armstrong was King of the Zulus)  
Mardi Gras Day 1949  
AL ROSE COLLECTION
THE THREE SONS
Top: Morty Nevins, acc; left: Artie Dunn, organ; right: Allan Nevins, g.
Photographer: James Keigman
Al Rose Collection

TICHENOR, TREBOR, left,
with Al Rose.
June 14, 1985
Photographer: George C. Willick
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

TILLMAN, JOE, as;
others unknown
TILLMAN, WILBERT, holding tp.
AL ROSE COLLECTION

TILLMAN, WILBERT, s
152.7712
AL ROSE COLLECTION

TILLMAN, WILBERT
Al Rose Collection
TILLMAN, WILBERT
Al Rose Collection

PH004098
TIO, LORENZO SR., cl
1894
Gift of Charles Kinzer, March 6, 1995; courtesy of Mrs. Rose Tio Winn

PH004099
TIO, ROSE (daughter of Lorenzo Tio),
with Bob Ysaguirre
October 14, 1971 - New York
Photographer: Yoshio Toyama
Gift of Al Rose, January 15, 1975
CLARENCE EDWARD TODD’S LITTLE FOUR

AL ROSE COLLECTION

TONY’S DIXIE RAMBLERS

Tony Fougerat, co, tp, Foster Pettie [Petty], Harry Shields, cl, s, Victor Pizzetola, Al Bernard, and Stan Surgi.
Mid 1930's - [Pontchartrain Beach]

AL ROSE COLLECTION

TORKANOWSKY, WERNER, left,
and Roger Dickerson. (See note filed with photo.)
c. February 1972
TOUGH, DAVE, drums

c. 1946

AL ROSE COLLECTION

TOUSSAINT, ALLEN, with Richard B. Allen, David McCain, and Kathleen Martinez.
April 20, 1978 - Norman Mayer Branch, New Orleans Public Library

Photographer: Richard House

TOUSSAINT, ALLEN, with Richard B. Allen, David McCain, and Kathleen Martinez.
April 20, 1978 - Norman Mayer Branch, New Orleans Public Library

Photographer: Richard House
TOUSSAINT, ALLEN,
with Shirley House and Richard B. Allen.
April 20, 1978 - Norman Mayer Branch, New Orleans Public Library

Photographer: Richard House

TOUSSAINT, ALLEN,
with Richard B. Allen.
April 20, 1978 - Norman Mayer Branch, New Orleans Public Library

Photographer: Richard House

TOUSSAINT, ALLEN,
with Marshal Sehorn.
1975 - Sea Saint Studio office

Gift of Tad Jones, March 2, 1996
TOWLES CREOLE HARMONY KINGS
Bill Matthews, tb, Herb Morand, tp, Louis Mahier, d, W. Hughes, tp, Frank Pasley, bj, and Nat Towles, b
1926

TOYAMA, KEIKO, left,
with Louis Keppard
early 1970's

Photographer: Hans Lychou; gift of the photographer, June 30, 1976

TOYAMA, KEIKO, left,
with Tony Fougerat, Yoshio Toyama, Orange Kellin, and Lars Edegran.
early 1970's - 700 block of St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Hans Lychou; gift of the photographer, June 30, 1976
TOYAMA, YOSHIO

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

TOYAMA, YOSHIO

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

TOYAMA, YOSHIO

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
TOYAMA, YOSHIO “KID CLAIBORNE”

Gift of Al Rose, January 15, 1975

TOYAMA, YOSHIO “KID CLAIBORNE”, left,
with Leonard Brackett and Keiko Toyama

Photographer: Hans Lychou; gift of the photographer, June 30, 1976

TREPAGNIER, ERNEST
(cropped from WPA Band photo)

Gift of Al Rose
TREPAGNIER, ERNEST
(cropped from WPA Band photo ?)

Gift of Al Rose

EDDIE TCHANTZ BAND 177.1
Harry Shields, cl, Jack Bachman, tp, Eddie Tchantz, d, Paul Crawford, tb, Little Chink Martin [né: Martin Abraham Jr.](partially hidden), b, and Bill Voorhies, p; at the National Jazz Festival 1965
Photographer: Alvin Rooney
Gift of Eddie Tchantz, May 9, 1982.

Copy 1
EDDIE TSCHANTZ BAND
Harry Shields, cl, Jack Bachman, tp, [Eddie Tchantz, hidden behind Bachman]d, Little Chink Martin [né: Martin Abraham Jr.](partially hidden), b, Bill Voorhies, p, and Paul Crawford, tb; at the National Jazz Festival
1965
Photographer: Alvin Rooney
Copy 2

TUBA FATS
with the Moneywasters second line.
1993 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: John McCusker; gift of the photographer, February 8, 1994.
Contact photographer for permission to reproduce.

TUCKER, SOPHIE
Autographed: “With compliments - Sophie Tucker for Ray Bauduc.”
RAY BAUDUC COLLECTION
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1983/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION

May 9, 1983 - Sheraton Hotel New Orleans, Louisiana
Gift of Al Rose

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1983/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
(Contact sheet) 8A) Diana Rose (standing), Al Rose, Anita Silvernail, [ ?], and [[ ?].
May 8, 1983 - Sheraton Hotel New Orleans, Louisiana
AL ROSE COLLECTION

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1983/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
PH004124

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1983
(Contact sheet) 23 frames showing Sherwood Mangiapane, elec. b; Frank Federico, g, and Jacob Sciambra, cl
May 1983
Gift of Al Rose.

PH004125

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1983
(Contact sheet) 15 frames showing Jacob Sciambra, p, cl; Sherwood Mangiapane, elec. b, and Frank Federico, g; Al Rose appears in frames 8A-9.
May 1983
Gift of Al Rose.

PH004126

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982 (rehearsal)
May 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Joe Marcal
AL ROSE COLLECTION
Blue Lu Barker and William Russell, glasses, 1st table; 2nd row: Bob Doyle, 1st table, 2nd row, far right; [Godfrey Hirsch ?] to left of standing man in window-pane check coat.
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President

Earl Dantin, Kathy Dantin, Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd Dantin; others unidentified.
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President

Lloyd Dantin (glasses, pipe), center.
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President
PH004130

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
Albert Francis, left; others unidentified.
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President

PH004131

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
Willie J. Humphrey and Leo Dejan.
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President

PH004132

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
Curtis D. Jerde, walking, right; Al Rose, leaning in background (can be seen over Jerde’s right shoulder).
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President
PH004133

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
Vincent Licausi, immediate left; Leon “Red” and [Phyllis ?] Newman (both wearing glasses); Roy Schwartz & Mary Tunis (to Newman’s left); Godfrey Hirsch (right front, with glasses on chain).
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President

PH004134

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
2nd from left, facing camera, Norman Meyer (clarinetist)
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President

PH004135

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
Lionel Reason, piano
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President
PH004136

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
Howard Reed, Joe Grisaffi, Bill Bourgeois (check jacket, holding napkin, glasses), and Al Hessemer.
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President

---

PH004137

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
Cyril “Shorty” Reese, standing.
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President

---

PH004138

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
Al Rose.
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President

AL ROSE COLLECTION
PH004139

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President
Photographer: Joe Marcal
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986

PH004140

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
Standing, [ ?], Holly Thompson, Andy Anderson, and Albert Delone.
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President

PH004141

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/NEW ORLEANS JAZZ REUNION
[Clarence Thornton ?], [ ?], [ ?], and Mrs. Eddie Tschantz.
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President
Audience.

May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President


May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President


May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/JELLY ROLL MORTON SYMPOSIUM
May 7, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/JELLY ROLL MORTON SYMPOSIUM
May 7, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Al Rose, December 12, 1989.

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/JELLY ROLL MORTON SYMPOSIUM
May 7, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Al Rose, December 12, 1989.
PH004148

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/JELLY ROLL MORTON SYMPOSIUM
Frederic Ramsey Jr.

May 7, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

PH004149

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/JELLY ROLL MORTON SYMPOSIUM
Richard B. Allen, Frederic Ramsey Jr., and Al Rose.
May 7, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

PH004150

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/JELLY ROLL MORTON SYMPOSIUM
Danny Barker.

May 7, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Al Rose, December 12, 1989
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/JELLY ROLL MORTON SYMPOSIUM
William Russell.
May 7, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Al Rose, December 12, 1989.

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/JELLY ROLL MORTON SYMPOSIUM
Al Rose, Frederic Ramsey Jr., Richard B. Allen, William Russell,
Lawrence Gushee, Danny Barker, Alan Lomax, Curtis D. Jerde, and Gene
D’Amour. [Printed backwards ?]

May 7, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/JELLY ROLL MORTON SYMPOSIUM
Richard B. Allen.

May 7, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/BILL RUSSELL’S COLLOQUIUM
Morton Gunnar Larsen, p, William Russell, v, Glenn Wilson (partially visible), cl, [ ?], Paul Crawford, tb; partially visible in background at right is Bruce Boyd Raeburn, recording engineer.

May 6, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/BILL RUSSELL’S COLLOQUIUM 178.1
Lionel Ferbos, John Robichaux, and William Russell.

May 6, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Shirl or Dick House; gift of Shirl & Dick House, January 21, 1983.

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/BILL RUSSELL’S COLLOQUIUM 178.2

May 6, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Shirl or Dick House; gift of Shirl & Dick House, January 21, 1983.
PH004157
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/BILL RUSSELL’S COLLOQUIUM 178.3
Frank Fields, Glenn Wilson, Lionel Ferbos, John Robichaux, William Russell, and Al Rose (at podium).

May 6, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Shirl or Dick House; gift of Shirl & Dick House, January 21, 1983.

PH004158
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/BILL RUSSELL’S COLLOQUIUM 178.4
Morten Gunnar Larsen, p, Paul Crawford, tb, Lionel Ferbos, tp, Frank Fields, b, Glenn Wilson, cl, William Russell, v, and John Robichaux, d.

May 6, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Shirl or Dick House; gift of Shirl & Dick House, January 21, 1983.

PH004159
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/BILL RUSSELL’S COLLOQUIUM 178.5
John Robichaux, and William Russell.

May 6, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Shirl or Dick House; gift of Shirl & Dick House, January 21, 1983.
PH004160

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/BILL RUSSELL’S COLLOQUIUM 178.6
Snapshot of poster used to advertise event.

May 6, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Shirl or Dick House; gift of Shirl & Dick House, January 21, 1983.

PH004161

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/THE FINGERBREAKER
Max Morath, p.

May 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

PH004162

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982/THE FINGERBREAKER
Max Morath, p.

May 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982 (Contact sheet)
May 6, 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982
Trevor Richards, left; others unidentified.

May 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982
Mona MacMurray, Dick & Shirley House, and Terry Dash.

May 1982 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982
Ed Morgan (check pants; glasses), Julie Fishelson (glasses, sleeveless top), Helen Arlt (holding purse), and Walter Payton (beard).

1982 - [Dixon Hall ?], Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982
Don Marquis, left, with Al Rose, at the Tulane Hot Jazz Classic reception.

1982 - Alumni House, Willow Street, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982
2nd from left, William Russell and Don Perry, right; during reception.

1982 - Alumni House, Willow Street, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982
Al Rose and Sherwood Mangiapane; during reception.

1982 - Alumni House, Willow Street, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982
Johnny Robichaux

1982 - [Dixon Hall ?], Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982
Helen Burkes (earrings), [ ?], Gigi Cavicchioli (beard), and Alma D. Williams (glasses).

1982 - [McAlister Auditorium ?], Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982
Al Rose, John Robichaux, Terry Dash, and Louis Nelson.
1982

TULANE HOT JAZZ CLASSIC, 1982
Al Rose, Alan Lomax, and Curtis D. Jerde.
1982
TUNIS, MARY, left,
with Al Rose, Pat Quina, and Frederic Ramsey Jr.

AL ROSE COLLECTION

TUNIS, MARY, left,
with Al Rose, and Bob Green.

Photographer: Grauman Marks

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986.
AL ROSE COLLECTION

TUNIS, MARY
With Al Rose (left) and Bob Green

Photographer: Grauman Marks

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986.
AL ROSE COLLECTION
TUNIS, MARY
With Al Rose (left) and Bob Green

Photographer: Grauman Marks

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986.
AL ROSE COLLECTION

---

TURNER, BENNY
As a young man.


---

TURNER, BENNY
Photographer: Hans Lychou

**TURNER, TINA**
1970s
Gift of George “Tex” Stephens, 1996

---

**The TUXEDO BAND**
1952 - New Orleans, Louisiana

Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000

---

**TWAIN, MARK**, left, and George Washington Cable.

AL ROSE COLLECTION
CHRIS TYLE & HIS SILVER LEAF JAZZ BAND
Jeff Hamilton, d, Chris Tyle, co, Jacques Gauthe, cl, Tom Roberts, p;
during French Quarter Festival.
1993

UNION BAND
November 27, 1923 – Lafayette Square, New Orleans, LA
Al Rose Collection
U.S. NAVY BAND 179.43
Left row, middle, [Leo Dejan ?], tp; third row, rear, [Teddy Purnell ?], cl; third row, front, [Eddie Pierson ?], tb; fourth row, rear, [Willie J. Humphrey ?], cl.


LEONID UTESOV’S ORCHESTRA 129.44
After a concert at the front 1944
Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, 4/19/1994
Photo published in book *Red and hot: the fate of jazz in the Soviet Union 1917-1980* by S. Frederick Starr; illustration no. 22

VALENTINE, KID THOMAS, tp 129.44
August 1977 - French Quarter
Photographer: Harriet Blum
VALENTINE, KID THOMAS, tp, with Lars Edegran, g.

August 1977 - French Quarter

Photographer: Harriet Blum

---

VALENTINE, KID THOMAS

Signing autographs.

[July?] 1976 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Chuck Fishman

May not be reproduced or copied without permission of Chuck Fishman.

---

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND

Manuel Paul, ts, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Joe James, p, George Lewis, cl; probably Xavier de Callatay’s painting in background.

January 1962 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
PH004192

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Sammy Penn, d, Kid Thomas, tp, leader, Emanuel Paul, ts, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Joe James, p, and George Lewis, cl. Probably Xavier de Callatay’s painting in background.

January 1962 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

PH004193

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Kid Thomas (partially visible), tp, leader, Sammy Penn, d, Manuel Paul, s, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Joe James, p, and George Lewis (partially visible), cl. Probably Xavier de Callatay’s painting in background.

January 1962 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

OPH001320

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Sammy Penn, d, Louis Nelson, tb, Kid Thomas, tp, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Manuel Paul, s, and Ernest Roubleau, g. Playing for gas station opening.

September 23, 1961 - 2900 Gentilly Blvd., New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell
KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Sammy Penn, d, Louis Nelson, tb, Kid Thomas, tp, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Manuel Paul, s, and Ernest Roubleau, g. Playing for gas station opening.

September 23, 1961 - 2900 Gentilly Blvd., New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Louis Nelson, tb; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]
Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: James Pitts; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's
Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts.

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Louis Nelson, tb, and Joe James, p; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]
Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's
Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts.
Copy 1
KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Louis Nelson, tb, and Joe James, p; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]
Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's
Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts.
Copy 2

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Louis Nelson, tb, and Joe James, p; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]
Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's
Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts.
Copy 3

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Louis Nelson, tb, and George Lewis, cl; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]
Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's
Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts.
Copy 1
KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Louis Nelson, tb, and George Lewis, cl; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]
Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's
Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts.
Copy 2
PH004202

**KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND**

Louis Nelson, tb, and George Lewis, cl; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]

Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's

Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts.

Copy 5

PH004203

**KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND**

Sammy Penn, d; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]

Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's

Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts

Copy 1

PH004204

**KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND**

Sammy Penn, d; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]

Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's

Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts

Copy 2
Kid Thomas, tp, Louis Nelson, tb, Emanuel Paul, s, George Lewis, cl, and Joe James, p; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]
Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's
Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts
Copy 1

Kid Thomas, tp, Louis Nelson, tb, Emanuel Paul, s, George Lewis, cl, and Joe James, p; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]
Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's
Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts
Copy 2

Kid Thomas, tp, Sammy Penn (partially visible), d, Louis Nelson, tb, Joe James, p, and George Lewis, cl; [Preservation Hall opening week ?]
Early July 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: James Pitts, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE; gift of the photographer, c. mid-1970's
Cannot be reproduced without permission of James Pitts
KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Louis Nelson, tb, Punch Miller, tp, Manuel Sayles, bj, Alex Bigard, d, George Guesnon, bj, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b, George Lewis, cl, Bill Humphries, listener, Israel Gorman, cl, and Ken Mills.
May 1961 - 730 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
L-r: Kid Punch Miller, tp, Emanuel Sayles, bj, Alex Bigard, d, Kid Thomas Valentine, tp, Creole George Guesnon, bj, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b, George Lewis, cl, and Israel Gorman, cl.
May 1961 – 730 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

AL ROSE COLLECTION

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
1961 - Gentilly area, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Florence Mars
Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000.
PH004210

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Sammy Penn, d, Kid Thomas, tp, and Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b; during Barbara Reid’s party.
c. October 1960 - patio of Associated Artists Studio, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Barbara Reid; gift of the photographer.

PH004211

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Kid Thomas, tp, Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b, [Joe James ?], p; during Barbara Reid’s party.
c. October 1960 - patio of Associated Artists Studio, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Barbara Reid; gift of the photographer.

OPH001323

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Sammy Penn, d, Louis Nelson, tb, Emile Barnes, cl, Kid Thomas, tp, Joe James, p, and Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b; recording session.
August 18, 1960 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Majorie T. Zander
KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Sammy Penn, d, Louis Nelson, tb, Emile Barnes, cl, Kid Thomas, tp, Joe James, p, and Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b; recording session.
August 18, 1960 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Majorie T. Zander

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Manuel Paul, s, Paul Barnes, cl, Kid Thomas, tp, Louis Nelson, tb, Sammy Penn, d, Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b, and George Guesnon, bj; recording session.
c. May 1960

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Kid Thomas, tp, Sammy Penn, d, George Lewis, cl, Manuel Paul, s, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, and Manuel Sayles, bj.
1960 - Associated Artists’ Gallery
Photographer: Caroline Faison; gift of the photographer.
KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Sammy Penn, d, Louis Nelson, tb, Punch Miller, tp, Manuel Sayles, bj, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, George Lewis, cl, and Manuel Paul, ts.
c. 1960 - 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Mrs. Gilbert Chase.

VALENTINE, KID THOMAS
1957 - Associated Artists Studio, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do not reproduce without permission.

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Bob Thomas, tb, Emile Barnes, George Henderson, George Guesnon, Babe Phillips; during recording session.
September 1, 1951 - Hopes Hall, Algiers, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION
KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Emile Barnes with Harrison Barnes; during recording session.
September 1, 1951 - Hopes Hall, Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell
WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Babe Phillips with George Guesnon; during recording session.
September 1, 1951 - Hopes Hall, Algiers, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell
WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
c. 1930
KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Sammy Penn, sn d, Louis Nelson, tb, Kid Thomas, tp, Punch Miller, tp, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Manuel Paul, ts, George Lewis, cl, and Manuel Sayles, bj.
730 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Photo of poster advertising a free concert.

October 20, 19[?] - Cram Room, [Tulane University], New Orleans, Louisiana

VALENTINE, KID THOMAS, tp

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH004215

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND

Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Emanuel Paul, ts, Joe James, p.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH004216

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND

Joe James, p; probably Joseph “Twat” Butler, b (partially visible in background).

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH004217

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND

Louis Nelson, tb, Sammy Penn, d, Kid Thomas, tp, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Joe James, p, and Emanuel Paul, ts.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH004218

**KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND**

Louis Nelson, tb, Sammy Penn, d, Kid Thomas, tp, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Joe James, p, and Emanuel Paul, ts.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH004219

**KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND**

Louis Nelson, tb, Sammy Penn, d, Kid Thomas, tp, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Joe James, p, and Emanuel Paul, ts.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH004220

**KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND**

Louis Nelson, tb, Kid Thomas, tp, Joseph “Twat” Butler, b, Joe James, p, and Emanuel Paul, ts.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

Copy 1

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

Copy 2

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND
Emanuel Paul, cl; Joe James, in background.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH004224

**KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND**

Sammy Penn, at mike.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

---

PH004225

**KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND**

Sammy Penn, d, and Kid Thomas, tp.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

---

PH004226

**KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND**

Kid Thomas, Albert Burbank, and Willie Baptiste.

Photographer: Grauman Marks

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986.
KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND

Preservation Hall, New Orleans, Louisiana

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND

Preservation Hall

Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000

KID THOMAS VALENTINE BAND

Preservation Hall
Photographer: Grant L. Robertson

Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000
VALENTINE, KID THOMAS
With George Gueson, bj
Al Rose Collection

VALLEE, RUDY
Autographed: “To ‘Ed’ from Rudy.”

Photographer: Daguerre, Chicago


FRANCISCO VALTEAU BAND
Standing, l-r: William Elie Humphrey, tp; Frank Keelen; Albert Glenny, sb; seated: Henry Zeno, d; Francisco Valteau, v; Freddie “Buddy” Christen, g.

C. 1915
PH004233

VAN TUERENHOUT, DIRK

May 1987 - Hogan Jazz Archive, 4th Floor, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

PH004234

VARSITY TEN ORCHESTRA

Doc Burket, tp, Herbert Longenecker, cl, s, Bud Wilson, tb, Bill Lutz, s, cl, Jay Kennedy, p; seated: Rob McClure, b, Jim Hornbeck, bj, g, arranger, Duke Morris, d, arranger, leader, Phil Kester, s, cl, and Rex Rockwell, tp.

Gift of Duke Morris, 1972

PH004235

VECA, JOHNNY, left,

with Larry Veca, center, and Lawrence Veca, right. Additional info on back of photo.

AL ROSE COLLECTION
VERGES, LEON
1905
Gift of David White, 7/31/2008

VERGES, LOUIS
Three photos – Baby photo; young man; in a Navy uniform with two friends
Gift of David White, 7/31/2008

VERGES, LOUIS
Seated, far right in banjo orchestra
Gift of David White, 7/31/2008
VERRETT, SHIRLEY  (Mezzo Soprano)

Promotional photo from S. Hurok

c. 1960s

Transferred from Tulane University Special Collections, March 2, 2011

VILLAGE BAND

Bowerchalk, Wittshire, U.K.


VINCENT, CLARENCE “LITTLE DAD”
Mr. Vincent was sick when photo taken.

November 1959 - 2238 Cadiz Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Florence Mars
PH004241

VINCENT, ERNIE, g (Publicity photo)

Gift of Ernie Vincent, August 9, 1994

PH004242

VINCENT, JAY, sax;
during a solo performance.

St. Charles Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of David Crowne, May 1990.
Please contact David Crowne for permission to reproduce.

PH004243

VINSON, EDDIE “CLEANHEAD”, s
1989
Photographer: Tom Copi
Gift of George “Tex” Stephens, 1996
THE VISCOUNTS
Tom Donken, p

late 1950's/early 1960's - University Room, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana


THE VISCOUNTS
Tom Donken, p, Frances Murray, cl, Chuck Stevenson, tp, and Paul Crawford, tb.

late 1950's/early 1960's - University Room, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana


THE VISCOUNTS
Tom Donken, p, Frances Murray, cl, Chuck Stevenson, tp, and Paul Crawford, tb.

late 1950's/early 1960's - University Room, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana

THE VISCOUNTS
Frances Murray, cl, Chuck Stevenson, tp, and Bob Coquille, sb.
late 1950's/early 1960's - University Room, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana

THE VISCOUNTS
Frances Murray, cl, Chuck Stevenson, tp, Bob Coquille, sb, Paul Crawford, tb, and Leonard Ferguson (partially visible), d.
late 1950's/early 1960's - University Room, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana

THE VISCOUNTS
Frances Murray, cl, Chuck Stevenson, tp, Paul Crawford, tb, and Leonard Ferguson (partially visible), d.
late 1950's/early 1960's - University Room, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana
THE VISCOUNTS
Frances Murray, cl, Chuck Stevenson, tp, Leonard Ferguson, d, and Paul Crawford, tb.

late 1950's/early 1960's - University Room, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana


THE VISCOUNTS
Chuck Stevenson, tp, Bob Coquille, sb, Paul Crawford, tb, and Leonard Ferguson, d.

late 1950's/early 1960's - University Room, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana


THE VISCOUNTS
Chuck Stevenson, tp, Bob Coquille, sb, Paul Crawford, tb, and Leonard Ferguson, d.

late 1950's/early 1960's - University Room, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana

THE VISCOUNTS
Bob Coquille, sb, Paul Crawford, tb, and Leonard Ferguson, d.

Gift of Mrs. Ben Matthews, February 22, 1984

WADSWORTH, ED, v.
May 1979 - New Orleans, Louisiana


ELIJAH WALD LECTURING BESIDE LOUIS PRIMA
PROJECTION

December 11, 2010- Louis Prima Centennial Colloquium, Tulane University

Photographer: Matt Anderson
WALKER, ALBERTINA
“New Queen of Gospel Music”

Gift of Dr. Clayton Hannan, December 1980.

WALLACE, SIPPIE
Publicity photo.

Photographer: Tom Copi

TEX STEPHENS COLLECTION

LEONARD WALLE’S ORCHESTRA
l-r: John Bernier, ts; Louis Segar, tp; Stuart Bergen, tp; Clayton Mestier, p; Leonard Walle, as (leader); Bill Reynolds, tu; Tom McDonnell, d; Leonard “Bujie” Centobie, cl; Chester Craig, bj.
1931

From Stuart Bergen’s notes: “This band featured written arrangements – but with added attraction of ‘fake numbers’ featuring Bujie Centobie on clarinet and Red Hott on trumpet.
BENNY WALLER’S DIXIELAND BAND
Joe Stephens, d, Tommy Balderas, g, Benny Waller, tp, and Luke Schiro, cl, ts.

c. November 1968 - Harmony Inn

Photographer: Mina Lea (Mrs. Bill) Crais

WALTERS, ALBERT (FERNANDEZ)’S BAND
Preston Jackson, tb, Albert (Fernandez) Walters, tp; during New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival.
April 1977 - Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Harriet Blum

WALTERS, ALBERT (FERNANDEZ)’S BAND
Albert (Fernandez) Walters, tp, Paul “Polo” Barnes, cl, [?], b; during New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival.
April 1977 - Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Harriet Blum
PH004261

WALTERS, ALBERT (FERNANDEZ), left, tp,
Willie J. Humphrey, cl, and Father Al Lewis, bj.

Photographer: Grauman Marks

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986.

---

PH004262

WALTERS, TEDDY, g, with
Joe Thomas, tp, Trummy Young, tb, Coleman Hawkins, s, and Billy Taylor Sr., b; [at recording session ?]

AL ROSE COLLECTION

---

PH004263

WARD, ALAN
Written on back: “Betty! Believe it or not I am real; and just for the record, here is a photograph of ‘two of me’.”

Gift of Alan Ward.
WARFIELD, CHARLES
(Composer of “I Ain’t God Nobody” and “Baby Won’t You Please Come Home”)

December 18, 1950 - Mecca Flats, So. State Street, Chicago, Illinois

Photographer: Ron Soderberg; please contact for permission to reproduce.

WARNER, ALBERT, tb, with
Jessie Charles (partially visible), ts, Bill Brown, sous, Worthia “Show Boy” Thomas, tb, Albert Walters (on right), tp

July 1964

AL ROSE COLLECTION

WARNER, ALBERT (with trombone in case),
and Richard B. Allen, bass drum.

October 1961 - New Orleans, Louisiana
WARNER, ALBERT, tb
Photographer: Grauman Marks
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WASHBOARD BETTY, washboard,
with Bill Mason, tp, and Dan Havens, tp
September 1967
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WASHINGTON ARTILLERY BAND
1898
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
WASHINGTON, ISIDORE “TUTS”

PH004270

July 4, 1977 - Mason’s Las Vegas Strip, So. Claiborne Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Harriet Blum

PH004271

WASHINGTON, ISIDORE “TUTS”, seated at table;
in background, Jim Schurich, d, and James Booker, p, leader; performing at the “Louis Armstrong Jazz Jam ‘77.”
July 4, 1977 - Mason’s Las Vegas Strip, So. Claiborne Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Harriet Blum

PH004272

WASHINGTON, ISIDORE “TUTS”, p;
performing during the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival.
Photographer: Harriet Blum; gift of the photographer.
WASHINGTON, JESSIE “CAPTAIN BLOOD”, left, with Manuel Sayles, and Teddy Purnell.

1930's - aboard the steamer Capitol


WATERS, MUDDY

Publicity photo.

Photographer: Paragon Agency of Macon, Georgia

TEX STEPHENS COLLECTION

WATKINS, JOE,

with Bob Green.

1964, before August ? - outside 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Al Rose.
WATKINS, JOE,
with Bob Green; man in background is Pickle Jackson.

July 1964 - outside 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

AL ROSE COLLECTION

WATKINS, JOE,
in railroad car in Cincinnati

c. 1964 - Cincinnati

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

WATKINS, JOE, d
1960s
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
**WATKINS, JOE**
With Slow Drag Pavageau
December 10, 1958 – “Out back” of the Paddock Lounge
Photographer: Bill Simmons
Ford Foundation Collection

---

**WATKINS, JOE**
photo taken for passport for tour with George Lewis New Orleans Jazz Band

November 1958 - Paddock Lounge (according to Richard B. Allen)

Photographer: William Russell
WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION

---

**WATKINS, JOE**, d
Autographed.

Bequest of Roger Gulbrandsen, rec’d August 1980.

GULBRANDSEN COLLECTION
PH004281

WATKINS, JOE, (d)

Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks

AL ROSE COLLECTION

---

PH004282

WATKINS, JOE,

161.327

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

---

PH004283

WATKINS, JOE,

161.328

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
WATKINS, JOE,  

PH004284  

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

WATKINS, JOE,  

PH004285  

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

WATKINS, JOE, d  

PH004286  

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
WATKINS, JOE, d

PH004287
161.332

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

WATKINS, JOE, d

PH004288
161.333

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

WATKINS, JOE, with Papa John Joseph.

PH004289
161.335

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.
PH004290
WATKINS, JOE,
with Papa John Joseph

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965.

PH004291
WATKINS, JOE, d,
with George Lewis, cl, and Dolly Adams, p.

at Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Grauman Marks.
Gift of Al Rose, January 15, 1975.

PH004292
WATKINS, JOE
Cincinnati, OH
Photographer: Grauman Marks
Al Rose Collection
PH004293

WATSON, CLAY, standing, left, and Harry Souchon, standing, right. Watson was director of the New Orleans Jazz Museum when photo was taken. Others unidentified. Image shows use of “museophones” in museum.

1017 Dumaine Street, New Orleans, Louisiana


PH004294

WATSON, EDDIE

when photo taken, he was the last surviving member of the kids Skiffle Band that played for dancers in 1913/1917 era.

July 1963 - on steps of his own home, Clarence Avenue, Pass Christian, Mississippi.

Photographer: Dr. Edmond Souchon.

PH004295

BOB WATTS’ BAND

[? Thompson], p, Bob Watts, tp, Lew Shaw, d, and [? Salas], sb.

at the Beachcomer Club

Photographer: McDonald Photo Service, El Paso, Texas

Gift of Bob Watts.
WAXMAN, CARL

in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

AL ROSE COLLECTION

WEBBER, JACK, top, left,
with Jimmie Boyle, Scag Scaglione, Leo Brokehoven, [ ], [ ?]; bottom: [ ], Lucien Brokehoven, Russ Papalia; Bebe King with bat; playing softball

1934 - Milneberg

*WEHRMANN, HENRY, co.

New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Chas. T. Yenni, 113 Canal Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Purchased by William Russell for .50]
*according to Al Rose, February 15, 1989.
MORT WELLS BAND (Publicity photo)
“Mort Wells and the ‘Happiest Music In Town’ with Norma”

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

WELLSTOOD, DICK
Publicity photo.

WEST, WILLIE
Publicity photo; Sehorn & Toussaint management.
[1967 ?]
Photographer: Maurice Seymour, New York

Gift of Tad Jones, March 2, 1996.
Westerfield, Elbridge

1926
Photographer: Daguerre, Chicago

Copied courtesy of Beth Surcouf, rec’d February 1, 1997.

Westerfield, Elbridge, s,
2nd form right.

Copied courtesy of Beth Surcouf, rec’d February 1, 1997.

Western Union Band
Frank Netto, leader
c. 1924-125

Photographer: Gasquet photo

Copied courtesy of Frank Netto, October 2, 1986
WETTLING, GEORGE (drummer), left, with Dill Jones (pianist), Tony Galento (boxer), and Clarence Hutchenrider (clarinetist and leader); Wettling, Jones, and Hutchenrider were working at the club.

[Spring 1965?] - Gaslight Club, New York

Gift of Dill Jones.

WETTLING, GEORGE “SILVER”, d

1945

AL ROSE COLLECTION

[GEORGE WETTLING’S NEW YORKERS ?]  
[Hank D’Amico ?], cl, George “Silver” Wettling, d, Coleman Hawkins (partially visible), ts, and Jack Teagarden, tb.

December 12, 1944 - New York

info from back of photo and Brunynickx’s discography
WHALEY, WADE

c. 1944 - 1945; California

GENE WILLIAMS COLLECTIONS

WHITAKER, JIM, left, and Sallie Whitaker, right; others unidentified. Inscribed: “Joe - Sally and I were very happy to spend some very pleasant hours with you and the gang. It was a pleasure to meet a fellow jazz lover, Jim ’55.”

1955 - Diamond Music Lounge
Photographer: Cliff Waters of Hollywood Photography
Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996; JOE MARES COLLECTION

WHITE, AMOS

1971 or 1972

Photographer: William Carter; gift of the photographer, September 18, 1987
WHITE, AMOS
August 1958 - Oakland, California


WHITE, AMOS
August 1958 - Oakland, California


WHITE, BUKKA

c. 1964 - Folk Music Place [coffee house ?], Berkeley, California

Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)
WHITE, BUKKA

PH004313

c. 1964 - Berkeley, California

Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)

WHITE, BUKKA

PH004314

c. 1964 - Berkeley, California

Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)

WHITE, BUKKA

PH004315

c. 1964 - Berkeley, California

Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)
WHITE, BUKKA

PH004316

c. 1964 - Berkeley, California

Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)

WHITE, BUKKA

PH004317

c. 1964 - Berkeley, California

Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)

WHITE, BUKKA

PH004318

c. 1964 - Berkeley, California

Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)
WHITE, BUKKA

PH004319
c. 1964 - Berkeley, California
Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)

WHITE, BUKKA

PH004320
c. 1964 - Berkeley, California
Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)

WHITE, BUKKA

PH004321
c. 1964 - Berkeley, California
Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)
WHITE, BUKKA

PH004322

c. 1964 - Berkeley, California

Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)

WHITE, BUKKA

PH004323

c. 1964 - Berkeley, California

Photographer: Betsy Burleson (Harnden)

WHITE, CHRISTOPHER, left, and Richard B. Allen; during interview for RBA’s Jazz class.
February 15, 1965 - Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

OPH001337

Photographer: Jack Hurley
WHITE, CHRISTOPHER, left, and Richard B. Allen; during interview for RBA’s Jazz class.  
February 15, 1965 - Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley

WHITE EAGLE JAZZ BAND (of Berlin)
*Bob Culverhouse, sb, Gerd Tenzer, d, Raimer Losch, tp, Peter Muller, cl, John Marks, p, and Harold Bloecher, tb.
[1976 ?]
Photographer: Manfred Latteman, 1 Berlin 31, Westfalische Str. 52
Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION  *ID’s by Hans G. Zsirnt, March 11, 1996.

DANNY WHITE AND THE CAVALIERS
Danny White, in front.
November 1961 - outside the Dream Room Cocktail Lounge

Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000.
WHITE, MICHAEL, cl, and Willie J. Humphrey, cl.

March 1986 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000.

JOE WHITE’S HARMONY KINGS
Photo features leader and drummer, Joe White, J.C. Woodward, p; Ross Emerson and John Roseby, sax.

PAUL WHITEMAN ORCHESTRA, cont’d...
Harry Barris, Alton Rinker, and Bing Crosby. Picture taken immediately before band’s departure for California in May 1929. Band traveled from New York to Los Angeles with stops to broadcast for Old Gold cigarettes from Chicago, Denver, and San Francisco.
May 1929
Gift of Brigette Berman, February 27, 1981.
PH004328

PAUL WHITEMAN ORCHESTRA
Paul Whiteman, holding sheet music for pianist; Bix Beiderbecke, far right, last row, head slightly bent forward, with moustache. Others unidentified.

Gift of Brigette Berman, February 27, 1981.

PH004329

PAUL WHITEMAN ORCHESTRA


PH004330

WIATT, ALEXANDER T.
Photographer: Parsons Studio, 303 Washington Avenue, Newport News, Virginia

Rec’d from Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon
CHARLIE WICKER BAND
Richard B. Allen, giving speech, and Jamie Foshee, b; during “The Roots of Jazz” lecture

March 27, 1979 - Bennett Auditorium, University of Southern Mississippi

CHARLIE WICKER BAND
Richard B. Allen, giving speech, and David Nicholson, d; during “The Roots of Jazz” lecture

March 27, 1979 - Bennett Auditorium, University of Southern Mississippi
**CHARLIE WICKER BAND**
Linda Foshee, vo, Jamie Foshee, b, David Nicholson, d, Charlie Wicker, tp, Bob Smith, cl, and Howard Jones, tp; during “The Roots of Jazz” lecture

March 27, 1979 - Bennett Auditorium, University of Southern Mississippi

**JOHNNY WIGGS BAND**
l-r: Jack Delaney, tb; Butsy Massicot, d; Clive Wilson, tp; Chink Martin, b; Johnny Wiggs, co; Les Musket, bj; Raymond Burke, cl; Jeff Riddick, LA.
April 1974

Photographer: Bob Coquille; gift of the photographer.

**WIGGS, JOHNNY**, left, co, with George Lewis, cl.

[mid-1960's ?]

Photographer: Grauman Marks
Gift of Al Rose, January 15, 1975.
PH004337

**WIGGS, JOHNNY**, left,
with Raymond Burke, Yoichs Kimura, Allan Jaffe, and Bob Greene.

August 21, 1965 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley

PH004338

**WIGGS, JOHNNY**, left,
with Raymond Burke.

August 21, 1965 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley

PH004339

**WIGGS, JOHNNY**, co.
with [Raymond Burke ?]

1965

Photographer: Grauman Marks
Gift of Al Rose, January 15, 1975
PH004340

WIGGS, JOHNNY, co 1965

Photographer: Fraser & Fletcher, 1540 High Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50309
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

PH004341

WIGGS, JOHNNY, left, 152.7518
with Bob Greene; in background, [Sandra Jaffe?] and “Papa” John Joseph.

July 1964- Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Gift of Al Rose, January 15, 1975.

PH004342

WIGGS, JOHNNY, left, 152.7518
with Al Rose

1964 - 4933 Camp Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley
WIGGS, JOHNNY, left, with Roy Heatter, and Al Rose 1964

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WIGGS, JOHNNY, left, with Roy Heatter, and Al Rose 1964

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WIGGS, JOHNNY, left, with Roy Heatter, and Al Rose 1964

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
WIGGS, JOHNNY, left,
with John Steiner and Edmond Souchon
[early 1960's?] - [Chicago ?]

Gift of Al Rose

WIGGS, JOHNNY,
Gift of Al Rose

WIGGS, JOHNNY,
Gift of Al Rose
JOHNNY WIGGS BAND 152.7581
Raymond Burke, cl, Johnny Wiggs, tp, Bill Crais, tb, and Dr. Edmond Souchon, bj; during the New Orleans Jazz Club’s 10th Anniversary.

February 2, 1958 - aboard the President

AL ROSE COLLECTION

---

JOHNNY WIGGS BAND 152.7579
John Chaffe, bj, Dr. Edmond Souchon, bj, Bill Crais, tb, Johnny Wiggs, tp, Raymond Burke, cl, Santo Pecararo, d, Sherwood Mangiapane, sb, and Jacob Sciambra, p; during the New Orleans Jazz Club’s 10th Anniversary.

February 2, 1958 - aboard the President

AL ROSE COLLECTION

---

JOHNNY WIGGS BAND 152.7580
Dr. Edmond Souchon, bj, Bill Crais, tb, Johnny Wiggs, tp, and Raymond Burke, cl; during the New Orleans Jazz Club’s 10th Anniversary.

February 2, 1958 - aboard the President

AL ROSE COLLECTION
WIGGS, JOHNNY,

1956 - Hollywood, Florida

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WIGGS, JOHNNY, left,

with Raymond Burke, and Sherwood Mangiapane

1956

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WIGGS, JOHNNY, left,

with Al Rose, and Jack Clark.

1956

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
WIGGS, JOHNNY,

December 1954 - Florida

AL ROSE COLLECTION

WIGGS, JOHNNY,

1950 - back door of New Orleans Record Shop

Photographer: Joan Whitehead

WIGGS, JOHNNY,

1950 - back door of New Orleans Record Shop

Photographer: Joan Whitehead
JOHNNY WIGGS BAND
Herbert Otto (holding mike), Sherwood Mangiapane, b, Dr. Edmond Souchon, g, Arthur Pons, g, Johnny Wiggs (partially visible), tp, and Sal Franzella, cl.
Early 1950 - probably at the New Orleans Jazz Club

Note on back: ‘Photo from Bob Matthews’

PH004358

JOHNNY WIGGS BAND
Gilbert Erskine, d, Armand Hug, p, Johnny Wiggs, co, leader, Raymond Burke, cl, Tom Brown, tb, and Angelo Palmsano, g; began sessions in 1948.
Kinglsey House

Photographer: Jack Hurley

OPH001341

JOHNNY WIGGS BAND
Armand Hug, p, Angelo Palmsano, g, Tom Brown, tb, Gilbert Erskine, d, Johnny Wiggs, co, leader, and Raymond Burke, cl; began sessions in 1948.
Kinglsey House

Photographer: Jack Hurley
PH004359

WIGGS, JOHNNY, co
Autographed: “To my very good friend Al Rose - Johnny Wiggs”

Gift of Al Rose.

PH004360

WIGGS, JOHNNY, tp
Pen & ink sketch by Dick Freniere

HARRY V. SOUCHON JR. COLLECTION

PH004361

WIGGS, JOHNNY, co

AL ROSE COLLECTION
WIGGS, JOHNNY, co

AL ROSE COLLECTION

Photographer: Grauman Marks, 3997 Beechwood Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45229

AL ROSE COLLECTION

WIGGS, JOHNNY, co

PH004362

PH004363

PH004364

Photographer: Grauman Marks, 3997 Beechwood Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45229

AL ROSE COLLECTION
**PH004365**

**WIGGS, JOHNNY, co**


**PH004366**

**WIGGS, JOHNNY**

Gift of Al Rose.

**PH004367**

**WIGGS, JOHNNY, left,**

with [Frank Froeba ?]

AL ROSE COLLECTION
WIGGS, JOHNNY

Hollywood, Florida

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WIGGS, JOHNNY, left,
with Al Rose and [   ]

Al Rose’s Camp Street home, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WIGGS, JOHNNY

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
WIGGS, JOHNNY

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WIGGS, JOHNNY

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WIGGS, JOHNNY, co,
and Raymond Burke

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965
PH004374

**WIGGS, JOHNNY**, with
Raymond Burke, Percy “Butz” Massicot, and Emanuel Sayles

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH004375

**WIGGS, JOHNNY**, left,
and Al Rose.

Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH004376

**WIGGS, JOHNNY**, left,
and [ ?]

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
PH004377

WIGGS, JOHNNY
Portrait of Johnny Wiggs by Noel Rockmore.
Photographer: Al Rose
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH004378

JOHNNY WIGGS BAND
Tom Brown, tb, Stanley Mendelson, p, Larry Shields, cl, Sonny Mares, Johnny Wiggs, tp, Sherwood Mangiapane, b, Harry Shields, cl, Emile Urchin, and Joe Mares; during a jam session at Belle Vista
Photographer: John Kuhlman
Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

PH004379

WIGGS, JOHNNY, 3rd from left, co,
with Edmond “Doc” Souchon (4th from left), Jack Delaney (5th from left),
and Joe Mares (extreme right); at table is Harold Cooper.
at Doc Souchon’s house
Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION
PH004380

WILBER, BOB, soprano sax

c. 1948
Photographer: Raymond Shorr, Chelsea 2-0069; Please credit.

Gift of Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke, January 12, 1984
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

PH004381

BOB WILBUR AND THE CRESCENT CITY CATS WITH GUESTS DR. MICHAEL WHITE AND NICK PAYTON

L-R: Dr. Michael White, Bob Wilbur, Nik Payton

May 6, 2011- New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival
Photographer: Matt Anderson

OPH001342

ABBY WILLIAMS BAND

#1 of 9
Officers of The Most Worshipful Jerusalem grand Lodge preparing for parade with banner.
June 9, 1963 - Thalia Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley
OPH001343

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**  
#2 of 9  
Oscar “Chicken” Henry during Lodge Parade.

June 9, 1963 - corner of Thalia & Claiborne Streets, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley

---

OPH001344

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**  
#3 of 9  
Oscar “Chicken” Henry before start of Lodge Parade.

June 9, 1963 - corner of Thalia & Claiborne Streets, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley

---

OPH001345

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**  
#4 of 9  
Band members: Abby Williams, sn d, Albert Warner, tb, Jesse Charles, cl, Jack Willis, Kid Clayton, tp, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, and Wilbert Tillman, sous; Lodge Parade with Women’s Auxiliary.

June 9, 1963 - LaSalle Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley
OPH001346

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**  
#5 of 9  

June 9, 1963 - LaSalle & Washington, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley

OPH001347

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**  
#6 of 9  
Parade - Jerusalem Grand Lodge & Ruth Chapter O.E.S.

June 9, 1963 - Melpomene Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley

OPH001348

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**  
#7 of 9  

June 9, 1963 - Simon Bolivar & 2nd Streets, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley
OPH001349

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**  #8 of 9

June 9, 1963 - New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley

---

OPH001350

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**  #9 of 9

June 9, 1963 - New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Jack Hurley

---

PH004382

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**
Sylvester Handy, b; no one else identified; aboard truck, advertising for a dance.

c. 1952 - Treme Section, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell
PH004383

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**

Walter “Blue/Blues” Robertson, tp, Clifford Brown, g, Abby Williams, d, Eddie Pierson, sb, and Frank Crump, as.

1948-early 1950's

AL ROSE COLLECTION

Copy 1

---

PH004384

**ABBY WILLIAMS BAND**

Walter “Blue/Blues” Robertson, tp, Clifford Brown, g, Abby Williams, d, Eddie Pierson, sb, and Frank Crump, as.

1948-early 1950's

AL ROSE COLLECTION

Copy 2

---

PH004385

**WILLIAMS, ALFRED**, sd

Also pictured, Booker T. Glass, bd; Alvin Alcorn?, tp (in overcoat)

January 1962
ALFRED WILLIAMS BAND
John Handy, as, probably Father Al Lewis (partially visible), g, and Sylvester Handy, b.

1951 - Fump and Manny’s Patio, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: possibly Ann Thurlow

---

ALFRED WILLIAMS BAND
Alfred Williams, d, Avery “Kid” Howard, tp, John Handy, as, probably Father Al Lewis, g, and Sylvester Handy, b.

1951 - probably Fump and Manny’s Patio, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: possibly Ann Thurlow

---

ALFRED WILLIAMS BAND
Alfred Williams, d, probably Father Al Lewis, g, Avery “Kid” Howard, tp, Sylvester Handy, b, and John Handy, as.

1951 - probably Fump and Manny’s Patio, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: possibly Ann Thurlow
WILLIAMS, ALFRED, d,
with Robert Watts, tp, Mel Wright, s, Jack Richards, ts, and Othon Martinez, p.

1941

Purchased from Alfred Williams by William Russell, April 30, 1960, for .50.

WILLIAMS, ALFRED,
with Russell McGinnis, Melvin Wright, Lacy Wright, and Lafayette Thompson.

1936 - Night Club in El Paso, corner of 10 & East Overland.

Purchased from Alfred Williams by William Russell, April 30, 1960, for .50.

WILLIAMS, ALMA

May 1987 - front office, Hogan Jazz Archive, 4th Floor, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Samuel Komoroff; gift of the photographer, May 25, 1987
WILLIAMS, CLARENCE

1954 - New York

Photographer: P. Terbois

DAVE WILLIAMS BAND
Dave Williams, p, leader, with Tomas Causey, recording engineer.

March 5, 1974 - Lu and Charlie’s, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of New Orleans Records

DAVE WILLIAMS BAND
Dave Williams, p, leader, Clive Wilson, tp, Chester Jones, d, Clarence Ford, s, and James Prevost, b.

March 5, 1974 - Lu and Charlie’s, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of New Orleans Records
DAVE WILLIAMS BAND
Clive Wilson, tp, Chester Jones, d, Clarence Ford, s, James Prevost, b, and Dave Williams, p, leader.

March 5, 1974 - Lu and Charlie’s, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of New Orleans Records

DAVE WILLIAMS BAND
Clive Wilson, tp, Clarence Ford, s, and Chester Jones, d.

March 5, 1974 - Lu and Charlie’s, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of New Orleans Records

WILLIAMS, DAVE, p 179.45

WILLIAMS, DENICE
Publicity photo.

TEX STEPHENS COLLECTION

WILLIAMS, FRANK “SWEET”
Playing piano.

[1950's?] - Chicago

WILLIAMS, FRANK “SWEET”, 2nd from left,
with [ ?], s, Lee Collins, tp, Danny Barker, g, and [ ?], d.

AL ROSE COLLECTION
WILLIAMS, FRANK “SWEET”, left, and Lee Collins, tp. “New Orleans Cats”

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH004397

152.7520

WILLIAMS, FRANK “SWEET”, left, and Lee Collins, tp. “New Orleans Cats”

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH004398

WILLIAMS, GABRIEL


PH004399
OPH001355

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #1 of 20
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral;
Officers put on their white gloves.
September 5, 1964 - Uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Charles Endress

OPH001356

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #2 of 20
Henry “Pickle” Jackson, sn d, Henry “Booker T” Glass, bd, Joseph Bently,
Theodore Riley, Sam Alcorn, tp, Herman Sherman, as, Joseph “Brother
Cornbread” Thomas, cl, Bill Brown, sous, Albert Warner, tb, and Louis
Warner, tb. Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association
funeral.
September 5, 1964 - St. Charles & Adams, going toward river, New
Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley

OPH001357

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #3 of 20
Henry “Pickle” Jackson, sn d, Henry “Booker T” Glass, bd, Joseph Bently,
Theodore Riley, Sam Alcorn, tp, Herman Sherman, as, Joseph “Brother
Cornbread” Thomas, cl, Bill Brown, sous, Albert Warner, tb, and Louis
Warner, tb. Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association
funeral.
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Charles Endress
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #4 of 20
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Charles Endress

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #5 of 20
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #6 of 20
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral. 
Mourner with gloves on does “slow drag” on way to the cemetery. 
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana 
Photographer: Charles Endress

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral. 
Grand marshal with Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association. 
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana 
Photographer: Charles Endress

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral. 
Funeral procession on way to the cemetery; officers walk aside hearse with furled flags. 
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana 
Photographer: Jack Hurley
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #10 of 20

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #11 of 20

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #12 of 20
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #13 of 20
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral.
Casket, officers, furled flags, & banner on way to grave.
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Charles Endress

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #14 of 20
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral.
Mourners leave cars and make their way to graveside.
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Charles Endress

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #15 of 20
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral.
Officers carry casket to grave.
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Charles Endress
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #16 of 20
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral. Ceremony takes place and casket is sent into the earth. Sign: “Graves must be kept clean all year ’round or they will be used”
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Charles Endress

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #17 of 20
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral. On way back from cemetery flags are unfurled and second liners take to the street.
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Charles Endress

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #18 of 20
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral. Second liner has the Spirit.
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Charles Endress
OPH001373

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #19 of 20
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral.
Second liners form en masse in front of procession, carrying their own banners.
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley

OPH001374

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #20 of 20
Playing for a Young Men’s Olympia Benevolent Association funeral.
Second liners form circle and buck dance.
September 5, 1964 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Jack Hurley

OPH001375

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #1 of 5
Clement Tervalon, tb; Marching unit, Elks Hall.
Sunday, July 22, 1962 - 1913 Eighth Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND

#2 of 5
John Casimir, E flat cl, Thomas Jefferson, tp, Worthia “Showboy” Thomas, tb; in front of Elks (formerly Bulls) Hall.
Sunday, July 22, 1962 - 1913 Eighth Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND

#3 of 5
Worthia “Showboy” Thomas, tb, Ernie Cagnolatti, tp, and George Williams, bd. Elks’ parade.
Sunday, July 22, 1962 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND

#4 of 5
Elks’ parade, marching unit
Sunday, July 22, 1962 - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND  #5 of 5
Elks’ marching unit and second line.
Sunday, July 22, 1962  - uptown, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND
Worthia “Showboy” Thomas, tb, Robert Moore, tb, Jesse Charles, ts,
Ernest Poree, as, William Brown, tu, Ernest Cagnolatti, tp, Albert Walters
(kneeling), tp, Edmund Washington, sn d, George Williams, bd, and Steve
Angrum, cl.

Photo developed May 1961
Photographer: Carey J. Tate; Original property of Albert Walters

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND
playing for a parade of Young Men Olympians; note from Richard B.
Allen: “probably Junior division”
October 7, 1956 - Freret Street at Josephine, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell; gift of the photographer
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND

Photographer: William Russell

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND

Photographer: William Russell
WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION

[GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND ?]
and second line at funeral.

Pre-September 4, 1952 - [Melpomene Avenue ?], New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Ray Avery; gift of the photographer.
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND

PH004402


1954

AL ROSE COLLECTION

---

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND

PH004403

Edmund “Son White” Washington, sn d, George Williams, d, Theodore Riley, tp, Steve Angrum, cl, Albert “Fernandez” Walters, tp, Eddie Pierson, tb, Ernest Poree, s, Jim Robinson, tb, and William Grant Brown, sous

1954

AL ROSE COLLECTION

---

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND

PH004404

Theodore Riley, tp, Ernest Poree, as, Edmund “Son White” Washington, sn d, Albert Walters, tp, and George Williams, bd.

1954

AL ROSE COLLECTION
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND
Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; William Grant Brown, sous; Bob Thomas, tb;
Ernest Poree, as; Andrew Morgan, ts
Summer 1951
Photographer: Alden Ashforth

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND
Ernest Poree, as; Ernie Cagnolatti, tp; Chester Jones, bd; Oscar “Chicken”
Henry, tb; William Grant Brown, sous; Andrew Morgan, ts.
Summer 1951
Photographer: Alden Ashforth

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND
Albert “Fernandez” Walters, tp; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; William Grant
Brown, sous; Bob Thomas, tb
Summer 1951 – New Orleans, LA
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND
Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; William Grant Brown, sous; Ernest Poree, as;
Bob Thomas, tb; Andrew Morgan, ts; Chester Jones, d; Albert “Fernandez”
Walters, tp
Summer 1951 – New Orleans, LA
Photographer: Alden Ashforth

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND
Bob Thomas, tb, Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb, Albert Burbank, cl, Ernest
Poree, as; written on back of photo: “Bob Matthews’ version of a New
Orleans parade”
1950 - Saratoga & Perdido Streets, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Bob Matthews
Gift of William Russell

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND
Bob Thomas, tb, and Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb
1950
Photographer: Bob Matthews
Gift of William Russell
PH004409

GEORGE WILLIAMS BRASS BAND
Bob Thomas, tb, and Ernest Poree, ts
1950
Photographer: Bob Matthews
Gift of William Russell

PH004410

WILLIAMS, GEORGE
and others
at Royal Gardens
Photographer: Florence Mars
Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000

PH004411

SISTER IDELL WILLIAMS GOSPEL SINGERS
[?], tambourine, George Boone, g, Sister Idell Williams, g, and [?].
c. 1963 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Betsy Burleson
[WILLIAMS, JAMES ?]

January 15, 1941

WILLIAMS, PROF. JOHN W.
Gospel music composer; photo taken from inside page of book THE GOLDEN HERITAGE-60 YEARS MINISTER OF MUSIC, PROFESSOR JOHN W. WILLIAMS, 1900- by Irma Williams Friday and others.

Gift of Prof. J. W. Williams, 1980

WILLIAMS, SONNY,
with Richard B. Allen

1962
WILLIAMS, SPENCER

JACK BRADLEY COLLECTION

WILLIAMS, SPENCER

JACK BRADLEY COLLECTION

WILSON, BUSTER

1944-1945; Los Angeles

EUGENE WILLIAMS COLLECTION
PH004414

WILSON, CLIVE, tp,
with Bill Gallaty Jr., tp, and Ted Demuth, tp

PH004415

WILSON, EDITH
Photographer: Mikki Ferrill
Gift of Tad Jones, 6/25/1990

PH004416

WILSON, GLENN, center, cl,
with William Russell (partially visible at left), v, Lionel Ferbos (partially visible at right), tp.
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986.
WILSON, GLENN, left, with William Russell
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986.
AL ROSE COLLECTION

WILSON, NANCY
Publicity photo.
Photographer: Tom Copi
TEX STEPHENS COLLECTIONS

WILSON, TEDDY, p
1950 - New York
Gift of William Russell, December 5, 1979
WILSON, TEDDY, p

1950 - New York

Gift of William Russell, December 5, 1979

WILSON, TEDDY, p

(Color snapshot)

Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION

WIMBERLEY, JOHNNY

179.46

Gift of Hans Lychou, June 30, 1976
WINSTEIN, DAVID

1993 - New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: John McCusker; gift of the photographer, February 8, 1994

Contact John McCusker for permission to reproduce.

WINSTON, JUSTIN, tin whistle, and Hazel “The Delta Rambler” Schleuter, mandolin; during a house party.

January 1, 1992 - Justin Wilson’s house, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Daniel C. Meyer; gift of the photographer, July 20, 1994

WITHERS, BILL

TEX STEPHENS COLLECTION
THE WOLVERINE ORCHESTRA 181.44


WOOD, THERESA, with Anthony Palmisano, p, Steve Dunn, d; New Orleans Athletic Club Show.

November 19-20, 1958 - Marine Hospital
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
Copy 1

WOOD, THERESA, with Anthony Palmisano, p, Steve Dunn, d; New Orleans Athletic Club Show.

November 19-20, 1958 - Marine Hospital
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
Copy 2
WOOD, THERESA,
with Anthony Palmisano, p, Steve Dunn, d, and Dominick Barrocco, bj;
New Orleans Athletic Club Show.
November 19-20, 1958 - Marine Hospital

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
Copy 1
WOOD, THERESA,
with Anthony Palmisano, p, Steve Dunn, d, and Dominick Barrocco, bj;
New Orleans Athletic Club Show.
November 19-20, 1958 - Marine Hospital

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
Copy 2

WPA ORCHESTRA
Seated in front: Ettore “Ed” Fontana, director; 1st row: Lena Alessandro oboe, Fred Christian, 6th from right, v, Charlie Fishbein, 5th from right, [Eleanor Payton ?], v, Mario Finazzo, tu, and Ralph DeRosa, cello; 2nd row: James Segar, fl; 3rd row: Vincent Orso, Russ Papalia, 3rd from left, tb, Henry Knecht, 5th from left, tp, Chester Veazey, 3rd from right, tp, and Paul Cazaubon, 1st right; Photographer: O’Quinn Studio, 724 Cana Steet, New Orelans
Gift of John Scheurmann, December 26, 1985; ID’s by David Winstein, July 3, 1992

WPA ORCHESTRA
11th from left, Vincent Orso; 16th from left, Ettore “Ed” Fontana, director; 11th from right, Anthony Papalia, cl, s.

Gift of John Scheurmann, December 26, 1985
WRIGHT, LAURIE

PH004435

November 1993 - London/Chigwell, England


WWL STAFF ORCHESTRA

PH004436


c. 1933

Photographer: Simes
Copied courtesy of Frank Netto, October 2, 1986

WYCKOFF, DAVID

PH004437

(with both hands on knees),
and Alden Ashforth, right; during a Eureka Brass Band recording session.

August 25, 1951 - Belkoma Dance Salon, Marias Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION
PH004438

WYCKOFF, DAVID, tp.
and Alden Ashforth, cl; during a parade for Kenneth Patchen.
[early 1950's ?] - Old Lyme, Connecticut
*Photographer: Mariam Patchen


PH004439

PROFESSOR NED WYER’S BRASS BAND

Professor Ned Wyer, d, seated in 2nd row.

1900 - Pensacola, Florida

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH004440

WYER, PAUL

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986

AL ROSE COLLECTION
ALBERT WYNN’S CREOLE JAZZ BAND
Standing, 2nd from left, [Sidney Catlett, d]; seated on left, Adolphus “Doc” Cheatham; seated, middle, with cape, Albert Wynn, tb.

1926

AL ROSE COLLECTION

YAMACHICHI, JUNE, g,
and Marva Wright, vo; during a memorial performance for musician Michael Ward (percussionist).
March 26, 1998 - Maple Leaf Bar, 8316 Oak Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Bartholomew Singer, 7430 Oak Street, New Orleans, Louisiana; gift of the photographer.
Contact photographer for permission to reproduce.

YAMACHICHI, JUNE, g,
with Marva Wright, vo, and Henry Butler, p; during a memorial performance for musician Michael Ward (percussionist).
March 26, 1998 - Maple Leaf Bar, 8316 Oak Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Bartholomew Singer, 7430 Oak Street, New Orleans, Louisiana; gift of the photographer.
Contact photographer for permission to reproduce.
1) **YANCEY, JIMMY**
and Mama Yancey; 1950 - at home, Chicago, Illinois.
2) Tony Jackson’s piano; South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
3) Louis Nelson; 1949 - at home, Touro Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell

---

**YANCEY, JIMMY** [printed in reverse !!]


---

**YOUNG, AUSTIN “BOOTS”, bass**

July 1949 - Dr. Nelson’s home on Touro Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell
YOUNG, AUSTIN “BOOTS”

May 1945 - on steps of his home, Bertrand Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: William Russell

AL ROSE COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND   #1 of 5
November 1964 - in front of Tulane University Law School, Jones Hall, New Orleans
Photographer: Jack Hurley
YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #2 of 5
Willie Williams, sn d, leader (hidden); “Left Hand” Buster Moore, tb; Louis Keppard, sous; Leon Vageon, tp; John Wimberly, tp; John Henry McNeil, tp; Robert Davis, sax.
Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 - in front of Tulane University Law School, Jones Hall, New Orleans
Photographer: Jack Hurley

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #3 of 5
Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 - in front of Tulane University Law School, Jones Hall, New Orleans
Photographer: Jack Hurley

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #4 of 5
Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans
Photographer: Jack Hurley
YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #5 of 5
Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

Photographer: Jack Hurley

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #1 of 32
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #2 of 32
Louis Keppard, sous, Buster Moore, tb, and Willie Williams, sn d; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #3 of 32
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #4 of 32
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #5 of 32
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #6 of 32
Willie Williams, sn d, Henry “Sleepy” Robertson, bd, Buster Moore, tb, and Leon Vageon, tp; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans
MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #7 of 32
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans
MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #8 of 32
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans
MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
OPH001405

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #9 of 32

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

OPH001406

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #10 of 32

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

OPH001407

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #11 of 32

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #12 of 32
Willie Williams, sn d; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #13 of 32
Henry “Sleepy” Robertson, bd, Leon Vageon, tp, Carroll Blunt, tb, and
John Wimberley, tp; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #14 of 32
Henry “Sleepy” Robertson, bd, and Leon Vageon, tp; Tulane Law School
Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
**YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND**  #15 of 32
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

**YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND**  #16 of 32
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

**YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND**  #17 of 32
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #18 of 32
Henry “Sleepy” Robertson, bd, and Willie Williams, sn; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade. November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #19 of 32

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #20 of 32

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #21 of 32
Carroll Blunt, tb, and John Wimberley, tp; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #22 of 32
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #23 of 32
Willie Williams, sn d; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #24 of 32
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans
MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #25 of 32
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans
MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #26 of 32
November 1964 -Tulane University campus, New Orleans
MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #27 of 32
Willie Williams, sn d, and Henry “Sleepy” Robertson, bd; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade. 
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #28 of 32
Leon Vageon, tp; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade. 
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #29 of 32
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #30 of 32
Willie Williams, sn d, John Wimberley, tp, and Leroy Robinet, ts; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

---

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #31 of 32
Carroll Blunt, tb; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION

---

YOUNG EXCELSIOR BRASS BAND  #32 of 32
Buster Moore, tb, and John Wimberley, tp; Tulane Law School Derby Day Parade.
November 1964 - Tulane University campus, New Orleans

MIKE CASIMIR COLLECTION
THE YOUNG MEN OF NEW ORLEANS
l-r: Mike Delay, tp; Joe Darensbourg, cl; Edward “Kid” Ory (partially visible), tb; Harvey Brooks, p; Johnny St. Cyr, bj; Alton Redd, d.
1965 – Disneyland
Gift of Plato Smith, 1/23/1996
Joe Mares Collection

YOUNG, TRUMMY, tb
Switzerland
Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, 2/7/1996

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
at the 25th Anniversary of the Newport Jazz Festival.
June 18, 1978 - the White House, Washington, D.C.
**PH004449**

**YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND**
John Simmons, tp, Lawrence Trotter, sn d, and Jack Willis, co.
1978 - Newcomb College commencement

**PH004450**

**YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND**
Lawrence Trotter, sn d, Ernest Watson, ts, Herman Sherman, ss, ?, bd, Joe Torregano, cl, Frank Naundorf, tp, and Walter Payton Jr., sous.
Early 1970's
Gift of Hans Lychou, June 30, 1976

**PH004451**

**YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND**
playing for re-opening of pool.
June 8, 1969 - Audubon Park
Photographer: Betsy Burleson Harnden
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
playing for re-opening of pool.

June 8, 1969 - Audubon Park

Photographer: Betsy Burleson Harnden

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Andrew Morgan, ts, Reginald Koeller, Clive Wilson, Thomas Jefferson, tp,
Earl Humphrey, tb; Pinky Alberts, tb; playing for Masonic Parade.

December 31, 1967 - on porch at Elks’ Rest [Hall]
Photographer: Betsy Burleson [Harnden]

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
December 31, 1967
Photographer: Betsy Burleson [Harnden]
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
playing for Masonic Parade, near beginning of parade.

December 31, 1967
Photographer: Betsy Burleson [Harnden]

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
(Contact sheet)
playing for Masonic Parade; feast table shown.

December 31, 1967 - on porch at Elks’ Rest [Hall]
Photographer: Betsy Burleson [Harnden]

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
(Contact sheet)
playing for Masonic Parade.

December 31, 1967 - Elks’ Hall
Photographer: Betsy Burleson [Harnden]
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
playing for Masonic Parade.

December 31, 1967 - en route from church to Elks’ Rest [Hall]
Photographer: Betsy Burleson [Harnden]

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Elk’s Lodge – feast table
December 31, 1967
Photographer: Betsy Burleson [Harnden]

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Jerry Green, tu, Andrew Morgan, ts, Lars Edegran, cl, and Thomas Jefferson, tp; playing for a funeral.
July 1967

Photographer: Bjorn Barnheim
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND 2 of 3
Earl Humphrey, tb, Jerry Green, tu, Worthia “Showboy” Thomas, tb, Lars
Edegran, cl, Thomas Jefferson, tp, George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp, and Clive
Wilson, tp; playing for a funeral.
July 1967

Photographer: Bjorn Barnheim

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND 3 of 3
Earl Humphrey, tb, Andrew Morgan, ts, Lars Edegran, cl, Reginald
Koeller, tp, Thomas Jefferson, tp, Clive Wilson, tp, Lawrence Trotter, sn d,
Henry “Booker T” Glass, bd, Worthia “Showboy” Thomas, tb, and Jerry
Green, tu; playing for a funeral.
July 1967

Photographer: Bjorn Barnheim

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
John Casimir, E flat cl, Wilbert Tillman, sous, Manuel Paul, ts, Oscar
“Chicken” Henry, tb, and Bill Matthews, tb.
c. January 1962
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND

c. January 1962

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
3 photos; playing for funeral for the Merry Go Round Club

September 6, 1960 - outside Club Hall

Photographer: Marjorie T. Zander

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
John Casimir, E flat cl, leader, Worthia “Showboy” Thomas, tb, Wilbert Tillman, sous, Herman Sherman, as, Andrew Morgan, ts, Andy Anderson, tp, Avery “Kid” Howard, tp, Alfred Williams, sn d, Abby Williams, sn d, Emile Knox, bd; funeral for Young Men’s of Honor Benevolent Association of McDonoghville.

March 5, 1960 - across river, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Marjorie T. Zander
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
John Casimir, E flat cl, leader, Worthia “Showboy” Thomas, tb, Wilbert Tillman, sous, Herman Sherman, as, Andrew Morgan, ts, Andy Anderson, tp, Avery “Kid” Howard, tp, Alfred Williams, sn d, Abby Williams, sn d, Emile Knox, bd; funeral for Young Men’s of Honor Benevolent Association of McDonoghville.
March 5, 1960 - across river, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Marjorie T. Zander

[YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND ?]

1959
AL ROSE COLLECTION

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
November 2, 1958 - 1955 No. Tonti (home of John Brunious)
Photographer: William Russell
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Willbert Tillman, sous, John Casimir, E flat cl, Jim Robinson, tb, John Brunious, tp, Herman Sherman, as, Andrew Anderson, tp, Clement Tervalon, tb, Albert Walters, tp, Andrew Morgan, ts, Emile Knox, bd, and Paul Barbarin, sn d; during Atlantic 1297 recording session.
November 2, 1958 - 1955 No. Tonti (home of John Brunious)
Photographer: William Russell

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Paul Barbarin (back to camera), sn d, Jim Robinson, tb, John Casimir, E flat cl, John Brunious, tp, Herman Sherman, as, Andrew Anderson, tp, Andrew Morgan, ts, (Clement Tervalon ?), tb, Albert Walters, tp, and Emile Knox, bd; during Atlantic 1297 recording session.
November 1, 1958 - 1955 No. Tonti (home of John Brunious)
Photographer: William Russell

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Willbert Tillman, sous, Paul Barbarin, sn d, John Casimir, E flat cl, John Brunious, tp, Herman Sherman, as, Andrew Anderson, tp, Albert Walters, tp, Andrew Morgan, ts, and Emile Knox, bd; during Atlantic 1297 recording session.
November 1, 1958 - 1955 No. Tonti (home of John Brunious)
Photographer: William Russell
PH004466

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Willbert Tillman, sous, Paul Barbarin, sn d, John Casimir, E flat cl, John Brunious, tp, Herman Sherman, as, Clement Tervalon, tb, Andrew Anderson, tp, Albert Walters, tp, Andrew Morgan, ts, and Emile Knox, bd; during Atlantic 1297 recording session.
November 1, 1958 - 1955 No. Tonti (home of John Brunious)
Photographer: William Russell

PH004467

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Willbert Tillman, sous, Paul Barbarin, sn d, John Casimir, E flat cl, Jim Robinson, tb, John Brunious, tp, Herman Sherman, as, Andrew Anderson, tp, Andrew Morgan, ts, Albert Walters, tp, Clement Tervalon, tb, and Emile Knox, bd; during Atlantic 1297 recording session.
November 1, 1958 - 1955 No. Tonti (home of John Brunious)
Photographer: William Russell

OPH001436

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Edmond “Son White” Washington (back to camera), sn d, Emile Knox, bd, cigar, Alfred Williams, sn d, John “Pickey” Brunious, tp, and Andy Anderson, tp; at a funeral
probably 1958 - probably uptown New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Philip Harrison
YPH001437

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Clement Tervalon, [tb], John Casimir, E flat cl, leader, Jessie Charles, ts, unknown member of sponsoring organization, Wilbert “Bird” Tillman, sous, and Eddie Pierson, tb; at a funeral probably 1958 - probably uptown New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Philip Harrison
Gift of Les Muscutt, April 14, 1970.

YPH001438

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND

Photographer: Philip Harrison
Gift of Les Muscutt, April 14, 1970.

YPH001439

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Edmond “Son White” Washington, sn d, Emile Knox, bd, and John “Pickey” Brunious, tp; at a funeral probably 1958 - probably uptown New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Philip Harrison
Gift of Les Muscutt, April 14, 1970.
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Rudolph Beaulieu, sn d, Vernon Gilbert, tp, John Handy, as, John Casimir, E flat cl, Eddie Pierson, tb, Wilbert “Bird” Tillman, sous, and Jim Robinson, tb; Parade
Labor Day 1957 - General Meyer Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana
WILLIAM RUSSELL COLLECTION

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Clement Tervalon, tb, John Handy, as, Vernon Gilbert, tp, Wilbert “Bird” Tillman, sous, Eddie Johnson, as, Andy Anderson, tp, and Emile Knox, bd; “Collection” parade (4 women holding corners of sheet)
July 2, 1957 - near Desire Street project, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
c. 1953-54; Algiers, near McDonoghville Cemetery
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Ernest Rogers, sn d, John Casimir (in manager’s cap), cl, Vernon Gilbert (partially visible in leader cap), tp, and Harold Christophe, ts
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth

ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
John Casimir, cl, Harold Christophe, ts, Joe Avery, tp, Albert “Loochie” Jackson, tb, and Wilbert Tillman, sous
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION
PH004471

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
John Casimir, cl, Albert “Loochie” Jackson, tb, Jesse Charles, ts, Wilbert Tillman, sous, and Albert “Fernandez” Walters, tp
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

PH004472

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
John Casimir, cl, Jesse Charles, ts, John “Piggy” Walters (sweater), tp, Andrew Morgan (glasses), tp, and Albert “Fernandez” Walters, tp
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

PH004473

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION
PH004474

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

OPH001443

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Ernest Rogers, sn d, Joe Avery, tb, John Casimir, cl, John “Piggy” Walters, tp, Albert “Fernandez” Walters, tp, and Wilbert Tillman, sous.
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

OPH001444

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Musicians have their backs to camera.
1951 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Alden Ashforth
ALDEN ASHFORTH COLLECTION
PH004475

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND

1950's

OPH001448

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Vernon Gilbert, tp, Ernest Rogers, sn d, John Casimir, E flat cl, Joe Avery, tb, George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp, Emile Knox, bd, Albert Jackson, tb, and Wilbert Tillman, sous

1950
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau

OPH001449

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Vernon Gilbert, tp, Ernest Rogers, sn d, John Casimir, cl, Joe Avery, tb, Albert Jackson, tb, and Wilbert Tillman, sous; at Odd Fellows parade

c. 1950
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Joe Avery, tb; Ernest Rogers, sd; John Casimir, cl; [?], tp; Albert
“Loochie” Jackson, tb; [?], as; Andy Anderson, tp; Emile Knox, bd;
Wilbert Tillman, sous at Odd Fellows Parade
c. 1950 – [Uptown] New Orleans
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau
Steinau Collection

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Ernest Rogers, sn d, Vernon Gilbert, [?], tp, [?],
bd, John Casimir, E flat cl, Andy Anderson, tp, Joe Avery, tb, [?],
as, Albert “Loochie” Jackson, tb, and Wilbert Tillman, sous
c. 1950
Photographer: Bernard M. Steinau

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Albert Warner, tb; Thomas Jefferson, tp; Jesse Charles, ts; Wilbert
Tillman, sous during Jefferson City Buzzards Parade.
Late 1950s, Mardi Gras
Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Do not reproduce without permission of photographer.
YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Frank Naundorf, tb; Jerry Greene, sous; Lawrence Trotter, sn d; Daniel Farrow, ts; Emile Knox, bd; Herman Sherman, as; leader; John Simmons, tp; Reginald Koeller, tp; Theodore Riley, tp; Darrel Johnson, grand marshal; seated: Greg Stafford, co; Joe Torregano, cl, assistant leader.

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
l-r standing: Frank Naundorf, tb; Jerry Greene, sous; Lawrence Trotter, sd; Daniel Farrow, ts; Emile Knox, bd; Herman Sherman, as (leader); John Simmons, tp; Reginald Koeller, tp; Theodore Riley, tp; Darrel Johnson, grand marshal
l-r kneeling: Greg Stafford, co; Joe Torregano, cl, assistant leader
Gift of Joe Torregano, 10/8/1974

YOUNG TUXEDO BRASS BAND
Clem Tervalon, tb; Worthia “Showboy” Thomas, tb; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb. Behind is Alvin Alcorn (partially visible), tp.
YSAGUIRRE, BOB
October 14, 1971 - [New York, New York ?]

Photographer: Yoshio Toyama; gift of the photographer, February 28, 1973

ZARDIS, CHESTER, b
during Louisiana State recording session
May 1976 - Monteleone Roof

AL ROSE COLLECTION

ZARDIS, CHESTER, b
during Louisiana State recording session
May 1976 - Monteleone Roof

AL ROSE COLLECTION
PH004482

ZARDIS, CHESTER,
with Louis Barbarin, Jeanette Kimball, and Al Rose
April 1976

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH004483

ZARDIS, CHESTER

1973 - at the University of California, Davis California

Photographer: William Carter; gift of the photographer, June 22, 1974

RESTRICTIONS

PH004484

ZARDIS, CHESTER, b, left,
with Danny Barker, g, and Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d.
November 1970

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
ZARDIS, CHESTER, with Al Rose
1956
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

ZARDIS, CHESTER

PH004486
152.7721
c. 1940-1945
AL ROSE COLLECTION

ZARDIS, CHESTER

PH004487
152.7722
1943
AL ROSE COLLECTION
ZARDIS, CHESTER

1943

AL ROSE COLLECTION

ZARDIS, CHESTER

Photographer: Grauman Marks
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

ZARDIS, CHESTER

Photographer: Grauman Marks
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION
ZARDIS, CHESTER

PH004491
Photographer: Mary Tunis
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

ZARDIS, CHESTER, with Al Rose, Josiah “Cie” Frazier, Danny Barker, and Nrocla Nivla.

PH004492
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

ZARDIS, CHESTER, bass

PH004493
Photographer: Hans Lychou; gift of the photographer, June 30, 1976
PH004494

ZARDIS, CHESTER, (Color snapshot)
with Freddie Kohlman, Jeanette Kimball, and Manuel Crusto.

Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996.
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION

PH004495

ZEIGLER, GUSTAVE "JACK"
Center, others unidentified.
Gift of Joyce Raymond, 6/6/1984
Zeigler Collection

PH004496

ZEIGLER, GUSTAVE "JACK"
Photographer: Criterion Photocraft Co., New York, NY
Gift of Joyce Raymond, 6/6/1984
Zeigler Collection
ZENO, MRS. ALICE
(Mother of George Lewis); during interview
December 10, 1958 - 3327 DeArmas Street, Algiers, Louisiana
Photographer: Bill Simmons

FORD FOUNDATION COLLECTION

ZENO, MRS. ALICE
(Mother of George Lewis); during interview
December 10, 1958 - 3327 DeArmas Street, Algiers, Louisiana
Photographer: Bill Simmons

FORD FOUNDATION COLLECTION

ZENO, ALICE
With Richard B. Allen, left, partially visible.
December 10, 1958 - 3327 DeArmas Street, Algiers, Louisiana
Photographer: Bill Simmons

FORD FOUNDATION COLLECTION
ZENO, MRS. ALICE (Mother of George Lewis),
with George Lewis, and his daughter Shirley.
Late 1950's - 3327 DeArmas Street, Algiers, Louisiana
Photographer: Lee Friedlander

ZENO, MRS. ALICE
(Mother of George Lewis);
June 1943 - 827 St. Philip Street (home of George Lewis), New Orleans,
Louisiana
Photographer: William Russell

ZIMMERMAN, ROY, piano;
while playing with the Basin Street Six
Fall 1950
Photographer: Ralston Crawford
Gift of Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke, January 12, 1984
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION
ZIMMERMAN, ROY, piano,
c. Spring 1949 - Parisian Room
Photographer: Peggy Mengis (Mrs. C. J. Duplantier)
Contact photographer for permission to reproduce.

ZIMMERMAN, ROY, piano

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

THE ZION HARMONIZERS
performing during the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival.
May 5, 1996 - Gospel Tent, Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: LaMartha E. Williams

Gift of Alma D. Williams, October 1, 1996
PH004501

THE ZION HARMONIZERS
performing during the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival.
May 5, 1996 - Gospel Tent, Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: LaMartha E. Williams

Gift of Alma D. Williams, October 1, 1996

PH004502

THE ZION HARMONIZERS
With Aaron Neville (in black); performing during the New Orleans Jazz &
Heritage Festival.
May 5, 1996 - Gospel Tent, Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: LaMartha E. Williams

Gift of Alma D. Williams, October 1, 1996

PH004503

THE ZION HARMONIZERS
with Aaron Neville (in black); performing during the New Orleans Jazz &
Heritage Festival.
May 5, 1996 - Gospel Tent, Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: LaMartha E. Williams

Gift of Alma D. Williams, October 1, 1996
THE ZION HARMONIZERS
with Aaron Neville (in black); performing during the New Orleans Jazz &
Heritage Festival.
May 5, 1996 - Gospel Tent, Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: LaMartha E. Williams

Gift of Alma D. Williams, October 1, 1996